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UNIFY Identity Broker 
With today's ever-growing IT requirements for integrations between identity sources, applications and 

services whether on-premise, the cloud, or hybrid environments, an advanced identity provider service 

is required to bridge these disparate technologies. UNIFY Solutions overcomes these challenges with 

their Identity Broker. 
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1 Introduction 

The demands of new technology such as the Cloud, mobile devices and the Internet of things have 

found the identity and access management infrastructure in most companies to be inadequate. As Cloud 

technology has developed the monolithic enterprise directory with an LDAP interface is no longer the 

appropriate source of identity information. 

Many companies have large enterprise directories that are used to manage their staff and contractor 

details as well as their access to corporate systems. Most rely on Active Directory (AD) or an LDAP 

directory to control access. The only problem is: many relying applications being deployed today don’t 

use LDAP.  

Indeed, if an LDAP directory is exposed externally, anyone with an LDAP filter would be able to query 

the directory contents, this represents a significant security risk to be avoided in Cloud environments. 

For the Microsoft Cloud directory, Azure AD, a graph API using the OData standard was adopted as the 

interface; it provides a higher-order, identity-parsing interface that is more aligned with today’s 

program development environments than the Active Directory LDAP interface.  

We now have multiple applications in the Cloud that need identity information and a typical model is to 

synchronize identity information from an on-premise directory to each application. This results in a 

proliferation of identity stores in the cloud and represents a significant risk for companies. A better 

model is to provide a single source-of-authority for identity information that all cloud applications can 

access. It must also support the web-based interfaces that these applications typically use. This is the 

environment UNIFY’s Identity Broker solution supports. It can connect to a wide variety of data sources, 

be they directories or databases, and it can transform identity and entity data into whatever format and 

protocol the relying application requires.  

There are several industry trends that are mandating a change in the way we manage our identity assets 

and expose an identity provider service1. 

Security 

When all users were authenticated to a corporate network and any application accessing the directory 

could be trusted, an enterprise directory with a standard LDAP interface worked well. Any correctly 

formatted LDAP call would be serviced by a common infrastructure. But nowadays, when an 

authentication request can come from anyone, anywhere, LDAP is found wanting. Should a hacker gain 

access to the network it is a simple task for them to download personally identifiable information and 

other sensitive information on any entity in the directory. In most jurisdictions, a failure to protect 

against such data loss is a serious offense. Even in on-premise environments, SLDAP should be used 

whereby relying applications have issued a certificate, and all directory lookups are digitally signed. 

                                                           

1 Refer: Advisory Notes: 70998 - The new ABC for IT: Agile Businesses, Connected, 70999 - Connected Enterprise 

Step-by-step, 71120 - IAM Predictions and Recommendations 2014-2018  
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While this won’t thwart the hardened hacker, who can compromise key storage facilities, it will hinder 

someone on the network with the access password from download directory entries. 

Performance 

Exposing a corporate directory to the Cloud is not recommended from a performance viewpoint. It is 

not realistic to expect a Cloud-based application to send a user lookup request to the Corporate 

Network, wait while the request punches through the firewall, transits the load balancer, and waits to 

get serviced. Applications expect millisecond responses which require a planned configuration that 

mitigates network latency to the degree possible2. 

Application Development 

Another complicating factor is the application development environment. Software developers no 

longer want to build LDAP calls into their program logic. They prefer to work with object-oriented 

languages and internet protocols. Developers prefer JSON arrays and HTTP methods over LDAP queries. 

As more developers adopt standards, they want identity providers to support them. This means that 

support for JSON arrays or REST APIs is required to satisfy modern application development initiatives. 

(Note: while most development environments provide a library module to do an LDAP bind and query to 

populate a JSON array, this should be considered a temporary measure prior to deploying a more 

modern Cloud-based identity provider service).  

Founded in 2004, UNIFY Solutions focuses on identity and secure access solutions targeted at small and 

medium-sized businesses. UNIFY is a privately held company headquartered in Australia with over 65 

people and growing. Their list of partners, certifications and membership include Microsoft, Ping 

Identity, SailPoint, Meeco, One Identity, Axenic, Aurion, and Frontier Software. 

2 Product Description 

UNIFY provides integration solutions for the cloud, on-premises, and hybrid environments. UNIFY 

Identity Broker is a software application that acts as an identity provider service that transforms a 

request in one format to one that suits the requirements of the data repository or “source of truth” for 

identity data.  It can be thought of as a “data pump” that can support the requirements of specific APIs 

exposed by legacy and modern-day applications. 

The Identity Broker consists of a number of components, which can all be configured through its web UI 

console. The components include agents, connectors, adapters, loggers, auditing, gateways, and APIs.  

The UNIFY Identity Broker agents encapsulate the connection details of the data source or target system 

that its connected to. There is a specific agent for each type of system. Out of the box, there are agents 

for use with FTP servers, and databases such as OLE, Oracle, SQL Server.  

The connector component allows the Identity Broker to access data in a target identity source. Different 

subsets of the identity data can be obtained by using multiple connectors providing a complete view of 

the data if needed. The Identity Broker uses its data modeling engine to make this information available 

                                                           

2 Refer: 71154 Moving Your Business to the Cloud & 70959 IaaS Leadership Compass  
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for use in identity management in the required formats. Out of the box, there are connectors available 

for CSV and database data source. A specialized environment specific connector is also available that 

allows interaction with data sources using Microsoft PowerShell scripts. 

Adapters transform the identity structure of the data source into a structure that target identity 

management system requires. This is necessary when the format from the identity data source does not 

match the format required by the identity management system. The UNIFY Identity Broker handles the 

data differences through the adapter by adding or manipulating data. Data from multiple connectors 

can also be joined into an adapter.  

UNIFY Identity Broker give some options to log events, warnings, and errors. Although logging to CSV file 

is configured by default, it can be configured to use other log writers to output to target formats and 

systems. Supported log writers include logging to the console, email, PowerShell, Splunk, Windows 

Event, and Azure Log Analytics. 

To address compliance and auditing requirements, Identity Broker audit writers can be used to send 

audit entries to target formats and systems giving visibility to notable events and activities. Supported 

audit writers include PowerShell, Splunk, Text, and Azure Log Analytics. 

The Identity Broker can act as a type of server between an identity management platform and target 

systems using UNIFY Gateways. Gateways allow identity management platforms and applications to 

access data and perform create, read, update, and delete operations via the adapter using standard 

protocols. Supported gateways include LDAP v3, OData v4, and SCIM 2.0 allowing interaction from 

identity mangers to cloud platforms. 

The UNIFY Identity Broker provides a REST API allowing it to be operated programmatically after some 

configuration. 

UNIFY provides Identity as a Service (IDaaS) between HR systems (Frontier chris21 or Aurion HRIS) and 

Active Directory (Microsoft AD or Azure AD) as a cloud-based service, which can reduce security risk and 

aid in compliance audits. This cloud-based service helps organizations who wish to ease their transition 

to the cloud. 

UNIFY Identity Broker can be deployed in a variety of configurations. A typical configuration consists of a 

data store with an LDAP or SCIM interface used by relying applications. The application can be deployed 

to provide periodic batch changes of identity records, to synchronize to a source-of-truth for identity 

information or to query an identity provider service in real-time. In many cases UNIFY Identity Broker is 

configured as a data store. This means that identity data will be synchronized to the UNIFY Identity 

Broker database from which identity queries will be serviced with no call back to the source directory.  

To illustrate the tool’s capability two typical use cases are described: 
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Large Enterprise 

 

Figure 1 - Large Identity Broker Configuration (Source: UNIFY) 

In this instance, the organization has multiple directories that are federated to a single identity provider. 
The UNIFY Identity Broker service then provides a protocol conversion service that accommodates 
multiple “relying applications”, matching the identity provider service to the APIs exposed by each 
application. 
 
On the identity store side, UNIFY Identity Broker supports a wide range of identity stores and ships with 
interfaces to Microsoft MIM 2010 & 2016, Azure AD, SAP NetWeaver IdM, Novell NetIQ IdM and Oracle 
IM as well as any standards-based directory service, including LDAP. 
 
On the replying application side, UNIFY Identity Broker provides out-of-the-box support for multiple 
relying applications such as HPE Content Manager, Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Dynamics, Google 
Apps, ServiceNow, CSC iSoft Healthcare, OpenText document management, Oracle Taleo Recruiting and 
Microsoft Office 365. 

Medium Enterprise 

 

Figure 2 - Medium Identity Broker Configuration (Source: UNIFY) 

In this instance, the company is using a Cloud-based HR system and is using the Identity Broker platform 
to service Cloud-based applications. There is also a need to provision into the client’s on-premise AD to 
support local applications, which can be done over a secure channel. UNIFY Identity Broker supports 
multiple HR packages such as Frontier chris21, Aurion HRMS, SAP HCM, Empower HR, and Talent2 
Alesco. 
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3 Strengths and Challenges 

The main benefit of UNIFY Identity Broker is the ease with which connectors can be put in place without 

custom coding.  Client companies should expect IT staff with configuration experience to be able to 

deploy the product. No program development and the associated software development lifecycle 

management is required. Also, clients should find that the discovery capabilities built into the product 

will allow support personnel to map attributes between source repositories and target applications. 

Organisations managing connectors between multiple identity stores and multiple applications should 

benefit from consolidating the identity provider service into one location. This will alleviate the 

necessity to develop, document and manage multiple connectors potentially supported by several 

programmers – a single configuration design and documentation initiative should be sufficient to 

manage all connections. In addition, the modeling engine will facilitate connection to multiple endpoints 

and the aggregation of identity data from multiple authenticated sources. For instance, Google requires 

telephone numbers to be passed in an array that identifies phone number type, e.g., office, home, 

mobile, etc. Most data stores only maintain one number for a phone number in a single-variable field. 

Identity Broker can manage such a transformation via the modeling engine. 

Consolidating the identity management task with UNIFY Identity Broker should result in a reduction of 

overall costs and eliminate the on-going support costs associated with maintaining multiple services. 

Another potential benefit is the ability of UNIFY Identity Broker to off-load the identity management 

infrastructure by removing the need to provide real-time responses from data repositories and by 

enabling “delta” changes that eliminate the need to query the complete data set when checking for 

changes. 

Improved governance is another potential benefit for client organizations; deploying the Identity Broker 

will improve the ease with which access to identity data for attestation reporting and segregation of 

duties information can be achieved. While many HR systems cannot readily expose the necessary 

information, the Identity Broker data store can support such governance activity. 

The identity management and access control task in most organisations is rapidly changing with the 

adoption of new technology. Organizations must take a strategic approach to their identity services to 

avoid the proliferation of identity stores and to keep costs in-check as more demands are made on the 

identity management environment. 

An organisation’s identity solution, particularly for the Cloud, should be planned in the knowledge of 

applications and provisioning services to be supported. It is important that business units do not adopt 

Cloud-based applications without review. The development of a single identity Service for both internal 

and external applications is to be encouraged. While there may be an on-premise and Cloud-based 

instance of the identity data, they will be components of a single, planned identity management 

environment that all Cloud-based applications should use. It should be managed and updated via the 

corporate identity infrastructure, it should support multiple Internet protocols (HTTP, SAML, etc.) and it 

should be integrated with all Cloud-based applications. This means that, when business units select a 

SaaS application, support for the protocols used by the identity management environment should be 

mandatory selection criteria. The UNIFY Identity Broker can assist in reaching this goal. 
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Strengths Challenges 

● Support for the major protocols used by SaaS 
application is provided e.g. OData, SCIM 

● Out of the box integration with the major 
identity provider system technology 

● Support for major Cloud based HR systems 

● Attestation reporting capabilities 

● Support for major platform as a 

service offering e.g. Microsoft 

Azure SQL Server 

● IDaaS cloud-based solutions 

● Identity Broker configuration requires 
knowledge of target system data model - a 
data mapping GUI would assist  

● A mature API Management and security 
environment in which to deploy the Identity 
Broker is required 

● Designed to complement existing IDaaS 
solutions, but not a full IDaaS B2E provider 
itself 

● Lacking global partner network 
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KuppingerCole, founded in 2004, is a global Analyst Company headquartered in Europe focusing on 

Information Security and Identity and Access Management (IAM). KuppingerCole stands for expertise, 

thought leadership, outstanding practical relevance, and a vendor-neutral view on the information 

security market segments, covering all relevant aspects like: Identity and Access Management (IAM), 

Governance & Auditing Tools, Cloud and Virtualization Security, Information Protection, Mobile as well 

as Software Security, System and Network Security, Security Monitoring, Analytics & Reporting, 

Governance, and Organization & Policies. 

 

KuppingerCole supports IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and in 

relevant decision making processes. As a leading analyst company KuppingerCole provides first-hand 

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions 

essential to your business. 
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